
FLEXIBILITY 

Part 1 

 

When we are faced with a life-changing circumstance, such as 

dementia, without Flexibility we risk blowing our world apart.  

Why?  Because when we find ourselves as caregivers, we are 

usually adult kids pretty much set in our ways.  We’ve had 

decades to form patterns, beliefs, and opinions so that our 

lives, as a whole, have as little angst, or disruption in it, as 

possible.  Additionally, we have lives of our own where our 

schedules are set in their 

ways as well.   

 

Admittedly, another life-

changing circumstance 

such as starting a family, 

will throw chaos, fun 

and disorder into the 

mix as well; but even 

with parenting, one 

learns to adapt and evolve with change. Parents learn to be: 

Flexibile.  Parents care for their children differently through 

each stage of their kid’s lives: from infant, to toddler, to 

teenager and finally, to young adulthood.  At any age, we as 

parents see we  are capable of learning different approaches to 

each stage; i.e.: Flexibility. 



 

Yesterday, Flexibility showed itself with one of my pups, 

Francis Sinatra, and a troop of ants moving from point A to B.  

He put his paw down in the middle of the ant’s route, who, I 

assume, were getting to a crucial town meeting or Cricket 

match.  Without hesitation, the ants proceeded around his 

furry barricade.  When Frank put his paw down in another spot, 

the ants went around that too.  Some were even so bold as to 

crawl up and over his paw.   

 

Before Frank had a chance to do permanent damage to The 

Ants of Company B, I lured him away and went over to watch 

the ants myself.  I put down minuscule grains of DG 

(decomposed granite) in their pathway.  Some ants went 

around the DG while others crawled over or pushed the DG out 

of their way.   

 

My takeaway was: Have resolve.  Do it “until.”  Find a way no 

matter what and do it without resentment or judgment; i.e.: 

Flexibility   

-------------------------------------------- 

We can also learn Flexibility through reading quotes.  Some 
jump out at us and stick in our minds because we are going 
through something that the quote fits perfectly with our 
situation:  



“A lie travels around the world while Truth is putting on her 
boots.”  Meaning, the Truth may take longer to find its way, 
but it is strong and will always prevail.  Or: 

“Raise your words, not your voice.  It is rain that grows flowers, 
not thunder.” Meaning, being kind and gentle in what you say 
makes for a more beautiful result over anger; i.e. two lessons in 
Flexibility.   

-------------------------------------------- 

 

In nature, watching a powerful ocean wave wash away a sand-

dune, yet the individual grains of sand simply go with the flow 

and stay intact, is another example of Flexibility amid harsh 

conditions.    

 

Trees that bend and flex and give way during a storm, have a 

better chance of surviving than opposing it.  One autumn, I 

watched my folks put support stakes on a few Aspen trees to 

help protect them against the harsh Tahoe winter.  When 

spring came, the supported trees had snapped just above the 

stakes, while the other Aspens, though a bit bowed and 

twisted, survived.  “Well obviously too much support,” my Dad 

said shaking his head, “doesn’t allow anything to bend with 

life’s conditions.  I’ll be damned and dammit!” My Dad was a 

delightfully casual, no-nonsense, “Meat-n-Potato Guy,” yet 

nature’s lesson of Flexibility wasn’t lost on him.  

 



These examples show us that lessons in Flexibility can be seen 

everywhere and applied to most, if not all, circumstances 

and/or situations in life.  It shows us that we can learn to adapt, 

pivot, side-step, and bend, while remaining intact.   

------------------------------------------------ 

 

For today, take 20 seconds to step back, breathe, and see what 

and how your day is showing you Flexibility. Then ask yourself 

if what you are being shown can be translated into something 

of value to help you in your everyday life as well as in your life 

as a caregiver.   

 

Meet you at Flexibility, Part II ~  

 
 

 


